Seamless Communication Tests in ECU
Development for the Volkswagen Group
Automated Tests With Minimal Effort for OEM and suppliers

In ECU development, the specific test implementations play a special role for suppliers of Volkswagen AG (VAG): they
check for network conformity, assure smooth interplay of the numerous ECUs and are a key criterion for final acceptance
by the automotive manufacturer. Using VAG-specific test software, developers and suppliers conduct automated tests
according to VAG specifications DUM.857.BE.1 and DUM.000.AC.A for High-Speed CAN and Network Management High
which ultimately saves a lot of time and expense.
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by the CANoe AddOn VAG Multibus Package that
is supplied free-of-charge with the product. It has
a simulation generator, an interaction layer and
network management.
The test system achieves full test automation
with the following Vector hardware: VH1150 for
voltage supply of the ECU and VH6501 as the
CAN (FD) network interface as well as the stress
module (Figure 2).
Hardware for Full Test Automation
The test system simulates different supply situaFigure 1: At the push of a button, the CANoe Test Package VAG creates a complete
test configuration, starts test execution and generates a report.
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Testing at the Push of a Button
Cost reduction and increased quality in ECU tests do not
have to contradict one another. However, as shown by an
extension of the CANoe test and simulation system from
Vector that was specially designed for the Volkswagen
Group. Use of the CANoe Test Package VAG enables ECU
developers and testers at suppliers, test companies and, of
course, in-house departments of the Group to achieve their
goals with incomparable speed. Test configurations for

Figure 2: Schematic test setup of the CANoe Test Package VAG
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more. That is, the TBAD supplies the necessary specific information about correct configuration of the conformity
tests. This file can also be edited by the supplier – with the
help of an editor provided by the Volkswagen Group – and
it might be supplemented by DTCs, for example. The test
configuration generator reads the TBAD and DBC, and
from them it generates the CANoe test configuration (Figure 1), which consists of the remaining bus simulation and
an XML test flow module.
Well-Organized HTML Test Reports
Depending on the number of Tx and Rx messages, several
hundred test cases may be generated (Figure 3). Each test
case provides a detailed HTML test report (Figure 4) and
log files in ASCII format. The test reports are organized
with section numbers, which correspond to numbers in the
test specification. Color highlighting of errors gives the
user a quick overview of the success or failure of the test
cases that were run.
Summary and Outlook
The CANoe Test Package VAG, together with Vector VH1150

Figure 4: Detailed report of a successfully run test case

test hardware and the VH6501 form a cost-effective test
environment based on standard CAN tools. The described
solution gives ECU developers and testers the ability to

High. This makes the positioning of this test system unique

execute the same tests as Volkswagen AG with minimal

in the market.

effort. Full automation of the test execution allows confor-
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ture requirements are already in planning. One example is
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the need for Secure On-Board Communication (SOK).

extensive tests throughout the development process and
thereby enables early error detection. This saves time,
reduces development costs and leads to quick improvements in product quality.
The CANoe Test Package VAG has been tested and released by Volkswagen. The OEM recommends explicitly
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Figure 3: Flow control of the conformity tests
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